WRITING CREATOR

WRITE YOUR BOOK TODAY!

ABOUT US

They say every person has at least one great book in them... yet many people never write one! Writing Creator (WC) is here to fix that - with state of the art voice recognition, spell check, and AI recommendations, your novel will be done in no time!

THE WRITING PROCESS

Download the app today from the App Store! Available on iOS and Android!

Dictate your writing to Writing Creator, and listen to it read back to you!

WC will automatically edit grammar and spelling, but you can manually change these details to your creative will!

WC will then use state of the art AI to suggest some of the best writing samples that match the topic, theme, or characters in your writing! Samples come from novels, books, poems, etc. You get to choose what the AI should focus on!
Read the suggested passages of literature to improve your own writing skills!

Use our online forum to share your ideas and writing with other WC users! Get feedback not just from WC, but from other peer reviewers as well!

Go back to square one and keep writing! Repeat the process until your novel is ready for bookshelves!

WC will not only recommend passages, but also provide context and help with how particular words are used in your writing! You can view how these words were used, and how their meaning have changed over time in literature over history!

WC publishing gives you the help and guidance needed to publish your works, and matches you with the right publisher paired with the type of writing you are pursuing - from fiction, nonfiction, memoirs, and more!

Get your novel published! WC Pro helps new writer enter the publishing world.

Other Pro features:
- Writing exercises to fight writer’s block!
- One-on-one tutorials with published writers to enhance your skills
- Help with getting book published!

BUY PRO TODAY FOR JUST $9.99/MONTH!!
Who is this app made for?
- This app is perfect for anyone - literally! If you have ever wondered if people will want to hear your story, or if you have one great novel in you, or if you are an experienced writer looking for a new tool, this app is for you!

What does this app do for me?
- This app makes the writing process just that much easier! We know writing, editing, thinking of ideas, and reiterating this process can be challenging! So WC is here to help!

How does this app affect my way of life?
- This app will have an effect on so many people, since writing influences everyone! From philosophy to life stories, WC shares life lessons for everyone in society to learn from!

Disclaimer: WC does not promote, and will not tolerate plagiarism. We have auto-detectors in place, and will report any plagiarism to you, and also will refuse to publish any plagiarized writing.

FOLLOW US!
@WritingCreatorApp
www.writingcreatorapp.com